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beautifully contained and displayed to tempt sales of
lovingly created lusciousness.

CONGRATULATIONS Breana, Craig, Blade, Stella and
Tully!! Welcome to the world little Rhyder. We’re very
happy to know of your arrival and look forward to
meeting you.

CAKE STALL this Sunday October 28th
Hopefully you have completed the online Google doc to
excite the coordinators and have contributed your
baking expertise (or experiment) to this event.
ThankYOU. And please everyone try to get along there
and purchase someone else’s deliciousness.
All money raised on this day will ensure that the long
held dream of Naroomans for a bush kitchen is realised.

Autumn Fair driving forces will meet again Monday
evening, 29th October.

COLOUR FUNd RUN
Missing from the calendar of last newsletter……
FUNdraising RUN to be enjoyed by all of our kids on
Wednesday afternoon, November 28th. It will be held at
the end of that school day (following the return from
theatre outing for all Naroomans and Cooindans).
Hopefully you have sorted yourselves with the
information of how to support the kids – in each of their
Harmony Groups – in this venture. See Facebook posts
from Eddie and from the parent rep for your Harmony
Group.
Money raised will contribute to the conversation of The
Space into its new iteration as our FAB LAB Space
(seeking a suitable alternative name to STEAM Room).
Eddie will meet with parents seeking more information
and or with questions on the afternoon of Nov 1st at
3:30pm. She will also prepare a short video clip that
gives further insight into the run. Come and participate
in this Community Conversation.

SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPHS

MUD KITCHEN CREW – Aaron, Amy & Doug, Jarrah,
Karla, Kelly, Kev & Marisa, Luke, Titch and Wade are
taking the dreams, drawings and the designs of the
Narooman kids to the next stage…THANKYOU! John
Gray you are about to be approached for your expertise
(and quite possibly time, tools and resources) to support
the project.
Any excess funds will be put towards The Space being
converted for purpose.
As will all funds raised from our AUTUMN FAIR 2019
for which the first collection day saw a flurry of action –
and the results of some serious spring cleaning! Well
done team SAS!
We will be notified of further collection days so keep up
the decluttering process – your preloved is waiting to be
someone else’s new love.
And the preserves et al AF group is seeking your clean
and label-removed jars for their produce to be

Emelia will take photographs at school this coming
Thursday morning – November 1st. PLEASE EVERYONE
be here for a 8:45am START with our year 6s – our
graduating students.

CAMP COMMITTEE met again Monday afternoon.
Camp Kinetic 2019 is shaping up to be another whole of
school community shared experience of great
excitement. Make sure you’ve organised yourselves to
be able to join in as much as possible throughout this
valuable week of family school life - Monday 11th - Friday
15th March, 2019.
Karen received the following re our BUNGANAn’s recent
enterprise from:

I was so thrilled to have you all participate in the festival,
and totally stoked that you made the whole thing into a
curriculum-linked project. For me, that is what real
learning is about.
The enthusiasm and ownership that the students had
was almost tangible and I believe that it is these kinds of
experiences that set them up for life.
I have been wearing my friendship band and the mask (to
the amusement of the staff here) and now that the
festival is over, I intend to make good use of the bath salts
and the soap.
The beeswax covers will need to wait a couple of weeks
though because our kitchen is being renovated – but rest
assured they’ll come in very handy!
Thank you so much Karen, and please pass on my thanks
and regards to all the students and the parents who
assisted in making it happen. I hope that you’ll consider
joining us again next year!
Best wishes

Jenny

KIDS in the KITCHEN
Laura challenged the kids of Narooma and Cooinda,
using the inspiration of Play with your Food (available to
be borrowed from our SAS library), to create models
using a limited and defined number of ingredients.

ASTRONOMY NIGHTS
A night for Bakoolbans and you, their parents, to come
and enjoy exploring the night sky together using our
fabulous telescopes – including our large you beaut one;
recently collimated following Craig’s trip with it to access
expertise at UWA!
A night for Cooindan families will be announced as soon
as Friday night date decided.

TSHIRTS
Check out – on the admin verandah, in the P & C
pinboard - the samples for Tshirts bearing our new
school logo!
WHOLE SCHOOL MEETINGS
Celebrations are an integral part of our Whole of School
Meetings each Wednesday morning. Please come and
participate when you are able to do so.
The kids are thoughtful in their report writing and
delightful in their presentation to community. You see
and hear so much of what the kids are engaged in in each
classroom and the specialist learning programs and
appreciate their curiosity and interest as they question
each other. Your part in supporting this is vital.
CONCERNS

It was also suggested that Cooindans might like to
prepare a model of a tarantula as preparation for the
learning they are progressing with their Bakoolba
buddies on Friday afternoons.

Thankyou for bringing any concerns to our attention – to
teachers, to me – according to what the appropriate
channel is so that the relevant and appropriate processes
can achieve the best outcome. We are in this together
– Education through Community: Community through
Education.
Thankyou for trusting established
community processes.
Our restorative practices
approach to resolving conflict and restoring relationships
holds us true to our values and intention as community.
Please continue to bring CELEBRATIONS too!

